Team, Coach and Rider: Start of Season
“How-to” Pit Zone Information
Team Naming:
Standard NICA Pitzone Language:

How do I come up with a Team Name, and why is this important?

To make clear in results what teams are composite teams and what teams are school based teams, it is important
that team names follow the team name guidelines: Use your official school name completely written out (do not
abbreviate), for example write out “New Vista High School.” Do not use words such as “Club, Team, MTB, or
Racing.” Composite teams should use their local name plus the word “Composite,” for example “Grand Valley
Composite.” These names show up in team result pages. You can make changes to your team name under team
properties when you login to the Pit Zone as a Team Director.
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Inviting Coaches

New Coaches
Important Note:
-

If your new coach is moving from another team, first contact regisration@minnesotamtb.org to
move them to the correct new team.
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Returning Coaches
Important Note:
-

If your coach has ridden with your team before but has an updated email address, follow one of the
options below
- Option 1 ‘Reinvite’ them using the original email address. Contact
registration@minnesotamtb.org to update the email address.
- Option 2 Contact registration@minnesotamtb.org to update the email address, then reinvite
the coach.
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Inviting Riders

New Riders
Important Note:
-

If your new team member has been a member of another team, first contact
regisration@minnesotamtb.org to move them to the correct new team.
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Returning Riders
Important Note:
-

If your team member has ridden with your team before but the parent has an updated email
address,
- Option 1 ‘Reinvite’ them using the original email address. Contact
registration@minnesotamtb.org to update the email address.
- Option 2 Contact registration@minnesotamtb.org to update the email address, then reinvite
the rider.
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